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Search rates are often used as a measure of search efficiency. Horowitz & Wolfe employed this measure to compare static and dynamic visual search (Horowitz & Wolfe, 1998). Based on identical search rates, they argued that visual search operates without memory. Subsequently and in contrast a number of other authors have argued that visual search relies upon iconic memory (Bäcker & Peral, 1999; Peterson, Kramer, Wang, Irwin, & McCarley, 2001; Scheier, Khurana, Itti, & Koch, 1999). In a reanalysis of Horowitz and Wolfe’s data, Kornbrot found contrary results (Kornbrot, 2004). Search rates only indicate search efficiency and the implications of this may be limited. In this commentary we propose a probability model and point out that factors such as target probability and subjective expectancy may bring about similar results.

In a typical visual search task, subjects are asked to search for a target positioned amongst distracters, for example for a red diagonal bar nested among green vertical bars. In the majority of experiments there are two common dependent variables, response time (RT) and accuracy, which are employed as indexes of search efficiency and by extension as indicators of the mechanisms of search. More specifically, search rates (or search slopes), i.e. RT increment per item, are a particular focus of interest (Wolfe, 1998) and have lead to concepts such as parallel/serial search (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) and guided search (Wolfe, 1994). A typical serial search model assumes that search rates reflect some degree of sequential processing. Once an item has been processed, it is tagged and never again reprocessed. Implicit in this assumption is the notion of memory-driven search. This assumption was questioned by Horowitz and Wolfe (1998), who used static and random displays for the presence of a target. In random display, all item locations were changed every 111 ms, whereas in static display all item locations remained the same. Based on identical search rates and the impossibility of a memory-driven strategy in random displays they argued visual search operates without memory. This was soon subject to criticism by a number of researchers citing eye movement data (Peterson et al., 2001), the inadequacy of Horowitz and Wolfe’s data (Bäcker & Peral, 1999), and more recently reanalysis of their data (Kornbrot, 2004) as indicating quite the contrary. The counter claim being that visual search does have a memory.

In spite of this debate for a number of years Townsend and others have repeatedly warned against using the method of varying set size and measuring response time for differentiating serial and parallel search (Atkinson, Holmgren, & Juola, 1969; Townsend, 1971, 1990, 2001). In current paper we show that even adopting a strict serial processing assumption it is still dangerous to conclude anything about the role of memory in visual search from search rates alone.

**Probability models in visual search**

Horowitz employed two different search displays (Horowitz & Wolfe, 1998). One condition was a normal static search display with set size $n$, the second was a random dynamic display with same amount of items but with item locations shifted randomly every 111 ms. The search tasks were the
same. For simplicity, we will describe only serial self-terminating search model. It’s enough to see how search rates can be identical with memory assumption, although an equivalent parallel model can be developed. A serial self-terminating model assumes that one item is processed at a time and search is terminated after a target has been found or all of the items have been examined. Furthermore, the distribution of processing time for the individual target and distracter items was also assumed to be identical. Under these assumptions, the mean RTs in Horowitz’s experiments for static and random display are equivalent to average checked balls in following two classical probability questions, respectively:

1. There’re \( n \) balls in a cloth bag with colour hidden from view. The balls are red or blue. With a 50% probability the bag contains one red ball and the experimental subjects are allowed to take out one ball at a time. What is the mean average number of times taken for a subject to find the red ball?

2. The same basic setting as above with a variation in procedure. Subjects are allowed to take out one ball at a time but if the ball is not red it must be returned to the bag. The question again asks, what is the mean average number of times taken for a subject to find the red ball?

Since Experiment 3 in Horowitz’s paper is only considered in terms of a target being present, the same situation is also considered here. The answer to first question is:

\[
\text{Mean} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} i \cdot \Pr(\text{step } i \text{ get red ball}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} i \cdot \prod_{j<i} \Pr(\text{ball } j \text{ is blue}) \cdot \Pr(\text{ball } i \text{ is red})
\]
\[
= \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{i \cdot (n-1) \cdot (n-2) \ldots \frac{1}{i}}{n \cdot (n-1) \cdot \ldots \cdot \frac{1}{2}}
\]

For the second question, because of replacement of distractor balls, the probability of a red ball (target) in each step is identical, i.e. \( p = \frac{1}{n} \) while probability of blue balls (distracters) is \( q = 1 - \frac{1}{n} \). Thus:

\[
\text{Mean} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} i \cdot \prod_{j<i} \Pr(\text{ball } j \text{ is blue}) \cdot \Pr(\text{ball } i \text{ is red}) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} i \cdot q^{i-1} \cdot p
\]
\[
= \frac{1}{p} \cdot (1 - q^M) - M \cdot q^M
\]
\[
= n - (n + M) \cdot (1 - \frac{1}{n})^M
\]

Where \( M \) is maximum number of repeated checks, we refer to this as a stopping criterion. In an ideal model \( M \) should approach infinity. However, because of the small probability for very late target appearance and subject impatience, subjects always set some limited criteria (Experiments showed trials with response longer than 5s were less 2% in total, Horowitz & Wolfe, 1998). Kornbrot argued that these criteria should independent of set size due to dependent error rates (Kornbrot, 2004). Bäcker and Peral (1999) made a similar assumption since they estimated \( M \) around 33 for all set sizes. Whether stopping criterion \( M \) is set size independent or not, error rates should be detailed examined. It is quite clear, without considering misses that pure error rates when applying stopping criterion \( M \) are \( e = (1 - \frac{1}{n})^M \).

Detailed relationships between error rates and stopping criterion \( M \) are shown in Figure 1a. The real error rates from the behavioral data (the triangles in Figure 1a, see also Figure 1 in Kornbrot) indeed suggest \( M \) is not independent of set size \( n \). This is contrary to the conclusion reached by Kornbrot.
A reasonable alternative assumption is that in dynamic search subjects set their stopping criterion $M$ as a function of set size and with an initial intercept $C$, i.e.

$$M = C + k \cdot n$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Under these conditions, set size determines stopping criterion. We further investigated how these two different conditions, i.e. static and random displays, can produce similar search rates without assuming the involvement of any other factors.

Because of linear properties (Equation 1) the search rate of static condition is straightforward,

$$s = 0.5 \tau,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\tau$ estimated from Horowitz’s experiment 3 is 70ms and search rate $s$ is 35ms. The search rate of dynamic condition is a little more complex:

$$s = \left(1 - (n + 1 + M) \left(1 - \frac{1}{n+1}\right)^M + (n + M) \left(1 - \frac{1}{n}\right)^M \right) \cdot \tau$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Note this is a nonlinear function of set size. Principally the search rates are very different from the static condition.

Based on Equation 5, Figure 1b shows how different stopping criteria affect search rates as a function of set size. If subjects have patience and set a very large termination time, the search slopes should actually double relative to the static condition. For example search slope is near 70ms in random condition compared to 35ms in static condition for set size 8 and $M$ equals 80 (Figure 1b $M=80$). This predicted the Horowitz’s Monte Carlo simulation (Horowitz & Wolfe, 1998). However, in most cases subjects terminate search quite early. Bäcker estimated that subjects terminated search roughly after examining 33 items for random displays. Following this stopping criterion, however, Figure 1b shows that search rates decrease dramatically when set size increases, although the mean average of 3 levels (set sizes of 8, 12 and 16 distracters) was similar to the empirical data. A possible ideal stopping criteria which can guarantee similar search rates to
the static condition is an absolute set size dependent termination strategy (Figure 1b. \( M=3.5n \)). Under this strategy search rates are kept almost the same as the static condition among a wide range of set sizes. Furthermore the error rates should also remain as low as under static conditions (Figure 1a). However, the real data suggests that slopes decrease slightly with increasing set size (Figure 2a in Horowitz, 1998) while error rates increase as a function of set size (c.f. Figure 1a triangles). Consequently, the most probable strategy undertaken by subjects would be to relative set size dependent termination strategy (Figure 1b. \( M=12+2n \)). With this strategy the model predicts both Horowitz’s error rates and search slopes more precisely.

Discussion

Search rates and memory

Inferring mechanisms from search rates has been counselled against for a number of years (Atkinson et al., 1969; Townsend, 1971, 2001). These commentators warned that search rates are inadequate a means to discriminate between parallel and serial search. The above probability models also show there is a similar danger in inferring whether search is memory driven or not. The first non-replacement probability model presented here has an implicit memory assumption. By contrary, there’s no memory assumption in the second replacement model. Even with these two different assumptions modelled search rates can be identical by using set size dependent termination criteria (Figure 1b). Search rates merely reflect the search efficiency. On this basis one should exercise considerable caution in inferring from search rates alone, especially when examining a very few levels of set size.

Stopping criteria and expectancy

Contrary to the set size independent strategies proposed by Kornbrot and Bäcker (Bäcker & Peral, 1999; Kornbrot, 2005), the above analyses indicated that stopping criteria \( M \) are dependent of set size \( n \). In random search displays, target probability is an inverse property of set size \( n \). Therefore, stopping criteria is actually related to target probability. A lower target probability makes for an expectancy of longer search. When set size increases and target probability decreases in random search display, subjects implicitly increase stopping criteria \( M \), with the result that, as a by product –both static and dynamic search produce similar search rates.
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